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implemented 'camera enqueu mode' in render setup dialog to add all scene cameras at once in the render queue .rwui_id_632381fc-1f31-49bc-a6c3-b0c9a3e39f3b {color: #ffffff!important; background: rgb(105,163,207); border: 1px solid rgb(96,150,190);}.rwui_id_632381fc-1f31-49bc-a6c3-b0c9a3e39f3b:hover {border: 1px solid rgb(79,123,157); background: rgb(105,163,207);}.rwui_id_632381fc-1f31-49bc-
a6c3-b0c9a3e39f3b.rwui_icon {color: #ffffff!important;} details findings: enlarged prostate of circa 33ml (34mm 42mm 35mm 0.51). peripheral zone: midlevel on t2w image depicts a focal lesion of 25mm maximal extension (pi-rads 5) (white arrows). the lesion shows a high signal intensity in the anterior fibromuscular stroma and in the left peripheral anterior zone on the high b-value dw image (white arrowheads) with corresponding

low signal intensity on the adc map (black arrowheads) (adc ~630006mm2/s) (pi-rads 5). dce-mri is rated positive, showing a focal enhancement, earlier than adjacent prostate tissue (black arrows). transition zone: circumscribed hypointense encapsulated nodules (bph) (pi-rads 2). no suspicious locoregional or pelvic lymph nodes. no suspicious bone lesions. no additional findings. use this dynamic bone in your game! it's an easy to use
implementation of the skeleton of a human body with a huge number of features! the body is made of dynamic bones. a dynamic bone does not need a parent bone (as a rigid body does). instead, it "roots" in the world space. this can be useful, for example, if you want to make a character walk or sit. we also give you a full overview of the bones and joints. the joints are jointed in a very natural way and the muscles are simulated as

well. you can easily add kinematic data. this enables you to define the motion of a bone with a different approach than the old rigid body. finally, you can easily add animations on the bones as well. this allows you to move the body and skeletons. with the animation system, you can define a keyframe animation or a skeletal animation. skeletal animation is also possible with the old rigid body, but it is much more time consuming to set
up. note that a bone can be set to a specific target. you can even set a bone to be animated by a controller. this allows you to create walking puzzles.
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the plugin implements the skeleton animation system. you can find all
animation settings in the animations section. the animations section also
contains a section with animations. the animations section enables you to

define and play with animations on the skeleton. this can be done by
using the skeletontree or by using the scriptableobject. the skeletontree

gives you the possibility to attach a script to a specific bone. the
scriptableobject enables you to attach a script to a bone. the

scriptableobject can be an empty object or a scriptableobject. a
scriptableobject is basically an object that has a main component. the

main component is a script, which is then attached to a bone. this allows
you to add various animations to the bone. the skeleton can be extended

with animations. this is a really nice feature, because animations are
really useful. animations are defined with keyframes. a keyframe has a

start and an end time. the animation can be looped or not. an animation
can also be defined to be performed in the reverse direction. this means
that you can reverse the motion of a bone. you can also define a path for

the bone. this allows you to make the bone move along a curve. the
plugin is made for 1.6.0 and above. when you open the example project,
you see that the skeleton tree contains a tree of skeletons. the tree only

contains the bones that are controlled by the skeletonanimationsystem. to
run the example project, open it and press play. you see that the player
controls the skeleton tree. the bones are animated. you can also define
and play with animations on the skeleton tree. the skeleton tree has a

scene controller component, which enables you to control the animation
system. 5ec8ef588b
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